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We comply with the applicable law on General Equal Treatment Act (AGG) as a matter of course. In most cases, the 

texts in this brochure are written addressing a grammatically male reader. This is done solely for better readability 

and is free from any form of inequality.
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Dear readers, 

Can you measure success only based 

on a company’s profit? Is it only our finan-

cial resources which ultimately decide our 

market competitiveness? Can we completely 

ignore environmental and social aspects? 

Absolutely not!

Global issues such as climate change, 

the scarcity of natural resources, ever 

shorter economic cycles, the increase 

of global population and demographic 

change have an impact on markets and 

patterns of demand, presenting new chal-

lenges for business activities. As a custo-

mer, supplier, employee, interested member 

of the public or partner, you expect us to 

provide definite measures and responses. 

And rightly so.

We believe...

Sustainability 

is for us a strategic success factor giving us 

a significant competitive advantage and is 

the Basis of all our business relationships. 

As a pioneer in the field of sustainability and 

fastener and sealing technology, we want to 

continue to make our business relationships 

successful in the future as well as combine 

them with a long-term perspective.

Sustainable, conscious action by all 

employees and high standards regarding 

the careful use of all resources in accordan-

ce with a company‘s economic objectives 

are no fad or trend, they rather form the 

basis of our daily activity and decisionma-

king. An elementary aspect of this is that we 

continue to develop our activities, standards 

and guidelines to suit the changing conditi-

ons.

Responsibility

Responsibility already starts before the 

goods arrive at our warehouse directly in 

collaboration with our manufacturers during 

the procurement process. 

The basis for this is our Code of Conduct,

a binding code of conduct for all employees 

and business partners.  

Foreword
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We attach great importance to responsible 

business conduct throughout the entire sup-

ply chain and cooperation based on mutual 

trust with you, as our customer, supplier, 

dealer, contractor and other supplier of 

goods and services all over the world. We 

expect compliance with and observance 

of valid laws and regulations as well as the 

conditions of our Code of Conduct. 

All these guidelines have to be seen under 

the context of baier & michels Group 

complying with the principles of the United 

Nations‘ Global Compact. 

The Code of Conduct sets out the conditions 

we impose on our business partnerships at 

baier & michels and how you can help im-

plement the Code of Conduct. You can find 

our valid Code of Conduct and more at:

https://www.baier-michels.com/en/down-

loads/ 
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Our Code of Conduct

Preamble

baier & michels Group (hereinafter referred 

to as “b&m”) attaches great importance to 

responsible business conduct throughout 

the entire supply chain and cooperation 

based on mutual trust with our suppliers, 

advisers, brokers, commercial agents, 

distributors, contractors, agents and other 

suppliers of goods and services to b&m all 

over the world (hereinafter referred to as 

“business partners”). 

b&m believes that respecting basic social, 

economic and environmental principles 

forms the basis of any responsible and 

sustainable corporate action. As such, b&m 

expects its business partners to comply 

with legal provisions on working conditions, 

health, environmental protection, fighting 

corruption and safety at the workplace and 

to make their employees and sub-contrac-

tors familiar with the content of this Code of 

Conduct in a language that they understand. 

b&m expects its business partners – as we 

expect of ourselves – to comply with the 

conditions set out below.

b&m also expects of the signatory compa-

nies, that every company in the value 

chain stands by the b&m Code of Conduct 

in equal measure. The signatory company 

is accountable for this and shall provide 

evidence to b&m at our request. 

A serious violation of the principles contai-

ned in this Code of Conduct will generally 

be considered a breach of a fundamental 

contractual obligation.

Complying with laws and regulations, 

taking into account cultural values

Behaving in compliance with the law is 

our highest priority. We act prudently 

and responsibly in accordance with the 

laws, guidelines and accepted behavioural 

codes of the cultures and countries in 

which the signatory business partners ope-

rate worldwide.

We expect compliance with and observance 

of valid laws and regulations. 

Naturally, this obligation applies to appli-

cable guidelines as well as recognised 

operational rules of the cultures and count-

ries around the world in which the signa-

tory business partners and b&m operate. 

b&m expects its business partners – as we 
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expect of ourselves – to set up and maintain 

a monitoring system to ensure compliance 

with these laws, rules and regulations.

Respect for human dignity

In business, as in the state and society, 

we see the dignity of human beings as the 

top priority and treat employees equally 

regardless of their gender, religion, back-

ground, education or age.

Non-discrimination

It is b&m policy by conviction to recruit 

people with different backgrounds and ex-

periences. As such, b&m expects of our 

business partners – as we expect of oursel-

ves – to prevent or eliminate discrimination 

in recruitment, employment or access to trai-

ning opportunities on the basis of race, skin 

colour, pregnancy, religion, gender, sexual 

orientation, age, physical or mental disabili-

ty, state of health, political belief, nationality, 

social or ethnic origin, trade union member- 

ship or marital status.

Health and safety 

b&m expects its business partners – as we 

expect of ourselves – to ensure a safe and 

healthy work environment. 

This includes in particular, appropriate 

sanitary conditions and health and safety 

policies and procedures. 

We expect that suitable protective equip-

ment is provided to all employees free 

of charge. Safety-related information on 

dangerous substances must be provided 

to employees if there is a legitimate need. 

Workplace ergonomics must be suited to 

the needs of employees and the applicable 

legal and official regulations. Machine safety 

must be ensured through regulated accep-

tance procedures as well as procedures for 

preventive maintenance and repair.

In case of fire or other emergency, there 

must be adequate and clearly marked emer-

gency exits. Escape routes must be visible 

and clearly described, free from obstruc-

tion and signposted. Fire alarms and fire 

extinguishers should be installed on each 

floor. All applicable laws on occupational 

health and safety, hygiene, fire safety and 

risk protection must be complied with and 

regularly trained.

All necessary permits, licences and regis-
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trations must be complied with, maintained  

and up-to-date.

Strict compliance with the safety regulations 

is a prerequisite. Any violations must be 

resolved immediately.

Working hours 

b&m expects its business partners – as 

we expect of ourselves – not to exceed 

the statutory maximum working hours. The 

working week including overtime must not 

exceed 60  hours, with the exception of 

emergencies and exceptional circumstan-

ces. The workforce is entitled to one non-

working day in a seven-day week, as well 

as appropriate annual leave.

Remuneration

b&m expects its business partners – as 

we expect of ourselves – to pay equitable 

remuneration to employees and to compen-

sate for compulsory overtime in accordance 

with the statutory provisions. In particular, 

this includes compliance with the statutory 

provisions on the minimum wage. Wages 

must be paid regularly and in legal tender. 

Deductions from wages as a disciplinary 

measure are not allowed.

Prohibition of child labour

b&m does not tolerate child labour or any 

exploitation of children or young people.

The term “child” refers to any person under

the age of 15 years (or 14 years, depending

on local law) or school-age persons or those 

who have not yet reached the minimum 

employment age applicable in that country. 

The highest age limit applies. We encourage 

approved training programmes that comply 

with all laws and regulations. Workers under 

the age of 18 years may not perform any 

work that may endanger the health and safe-

ty of young workers.

b&m expects its business partners – as we 

expect of ourselves – to comply with the pro-

hibition of child labour.

Rejection of forced labour

All forms of forced labour are rejected by

b&m. b&m expects of its business partners

– as we expect of ourselves – that no staff 

member may be directly or indirectly com-

pelled to work by means of violence or

intimidation.
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Trade unions /  Employee representatives

b&m expects its business partners – as

we expect of ourselves – to respect the

right of workers to freedom of association,

freedom of assembly and collective negotia-

tions, as far as this is legally permissible

and possible in that country.

Environmental protection

We are committed to an integrated ap-

proach to environmental protection and the 

responsible use of natural resources. 

For us, environmental protection includes 

measures that serve to prevent polution 

damage on the natural environment. This 

includes knowing, documenting and obser-

ving legal requirements, the proper disposal 

of waste, sustainable land use, logistics and 

customer solutions and the increasing use of 

digital media, among other things.

We expect that the resources of energy,  

water and raw materials are used sparingly 

and efficiently.

The use of renewable raw materials and 

the development of environmentally-
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friendly packaging should be supported by 

every individual.

As a result, b&m expects its business 

partners – as we expect of ourselves – to 

comply with the environmental protection 

regulations and standards that apply to their 

operations at each location, and to minimise 

their environmental pollution in accordance 

with ISO 14001.

In addition, b&m and the signatory compa-

nies shall use natural resources responsibly 

and in accordance with the principles of the 

Rio Declaration

Environmental permits and reporting 

b&m expects its business partners – as 

we expect of ourselves – to obtain and 

maintain all the required environmental 

permits, approvals and registrations. All 

notification and reporting requirements 

must be followed. There should also be a 

written procedure to notify the authorities 

or governing bodies in case of accidental 

leaks or release of dangerous substances 

into the environment or in the event of an 

environmental disaster

Aovoiding pollution and reducing the use of 

resources 

All forms of waste shall be prevented and the 

waste of water and energy shall be reduced, 

either directly at the point of generation or 

through processes and measures such as 

changing production and maintenance proces-

ses or operations within the company, the use 

of alternative materials, and saving, recycling 

and reuse of materials.

Dangerous substances 

b&m expects its business partners – as 

we expect of ourselves – to identify and 

use chemicals or other materials that are 

at risk of spilling into the environment in 

such a way that their handling, transport, 

storage, use, recycling, reuse and waste 

management are entirely safe.

Wastewater and solid waste

b&m expects its business partners – as 

we expect of ourselves – to standardise, 

inspect and monitor wastewater and solid 

waste from operations, production processes 

and sanitary systems before their introduction 
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or disposal and to make sure they undergo 

the correct treatment.

Air emissions

b&m expects its business partners – as we 

expect of ourselves – to standardise, inspect 

and monitor emissions of volatile organic 

chemicals, aerosols, corrosive materials, 

particles, anti-ozone layer chemicals or by-

products resulting from combustion and to 

make sure they undergo the correct treat-

ment.

Restrictions of product ingredients

b&m expects of its business partners – 

as we expect of ourselves – that all applica-

ble laws, regulations and customer requi-

rements are respected with regard to the 

prohibition or restriction of specific substan-

ces. This includes the labelling requirement 

for recycling and disposal.

Social commitment

Entrepreneurial action means future-

oriented action. As a family business, the 

baier & michels Group and, with it, the 

Board of b&m, have always stood by this 

principle.

We are dedicated not only to the areas of 

customer service, employees, environment 

and along the supply chain, but also to 

an integral approach to our fellow human 

beings. Active promotion of non-profit, social 

organisations and support of numerous 

projects in arts and culture, research and 

science, training and education are particu-

larly close to our hearts. 

b&m expects its business partners – as we 

expect of ourselves – to contribute to the 

social and economic development of the 

country and the region in which operations 

take place and to promote voluntary activi-

ties by its employees.

Data protection

Digital media, social networks and blogs 

are increasingly gaining in importance. 

However, due to the diverse number of 

communication channels that we use for 

customer support on a daily basis, our 

customer database containing contact 
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details is for us a crucial foundation for 

optimum customer support. We act in 

accordance with the General Data Protec-

tion Regulation (GDPR) and our own Data 

Protection Officer has been appointed for 

compliance and implementation.

Personal data refers to all data with which 

our customers and business partners could 

be personally identified. The data is collec-

ted when customers and business partners 

share it with us. You have the right to receive 

information about the origin, recipient and 

purpose of your stored personal data at any 

time. You also have the right to request the 

correction, locking, or deletion of this data. 

You can find detailed information about data 

protection in the Data Privacy Statement on 

our website.

www.baier-michels.com/en/data-privacy-

statement

Secrecy

The factor of security is not just an elemen-

tary component of customer support and 

processing. It is firmly anchored in our cor-

porate philosophy at the core of every 

transaction with all stakeholders and with 

the values of trust, dependability, honesty 

and directness both internally and exter-

nally. As such, the confidential handling of 

sensitive information and data internally and 

externally is a matter of course.

Competition and antitrust provisions

We have derived valid codes of conduct 

for all employees from our corporate and 

management values. These apply as bin-

ding regulations across all divisions and 

departments when dealing with one another 

and with all stakeholders. All these guide-

lines have to be seen unter the con- text 

of baier & michels Group complying with 

the principles of the United Nations’ Global 

Compact.

Corruption, bribery and extortion

b&m does not tolerate any form of corrup-

tion, bribery, extortion or any other illegal 

granting of advantages.

Business partners – like b&m itself – must 

ensure that no personal subjections or obli-

gations to customers, suppliers or business 

partners arise through bribes, backhanders, 

kickback payments or other illegal pay-
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b&m expects its business partners – as we expect of ourselves – to protect 

the personal data of all customers and employees and to observe the 

national and international data protection rules. b&m expects its business 

partners – as we expect of ourselves – to protect personal data from ac-

cess and illegal use by unauthorised persons.

b&m expects its employees and business partners to keep all sensitive 

information as well as operating and business secrets 

confidential.
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ments.

Gifts or invitations may not be accepted or 

given if they could reasonably be assumed 

to influence business decisions.

Agreements or collateral arrangements to 

agreements based on the exploitation or 

favouring of individuals during the negotia-

tion, procurement, delivery, settlement or 

payment of orders are not permitted. Any 

employee who allows themselves to be 

unfairly influenced by customers or sup-

pliers or tries to unfairly influence them, shall 

be held accountable by way of disciplinary 

process – regardless of criminal consequen-

ces. Attempts by suppliers or customers to 

unfairly influence b&m employees in their 

decision-making, must be 

reported to the relevant head of department. 

It is not allowed to offer, give or receive trips 

or other invitations that have no legitimate 

business purpose and/or could be interpre-

ted as bribery, including if the destination in 

question has no connection to a business 

site. 

Antitrust law

Our business partners – like b&m itself– 

commit themselves to fair competition. 

Competition-protective laws, in particular 

the antitrust law and other competition-regu-

lating legislation must be adhered to without 

exception.

Illegal agreements on prices or other terms, 

sales territories or customers, as well as a 

misuse of market power, boycotting (e.g. 

refusing to deliver to a customer) contravene 

b&m policies.

Responsible raw material procurement 

The baier & michels Group purchase

goods around the world and are therefore 

situated in an international procurement 

environment. Compliance with social and 

environmental standards is regulated by 

law in most of our sourcing countries and 

violations are punished by the state. 

However, violations of human rights and 

employment laws cannot be excluded with 

certainty in some sourcing countries. Our 

binding Code of Conduct and quality audits 

are intended to prevent these kinds of risks. 

Our technical supplier evaluation defines 

standards applied to our global supplier 

pool regarding technical quality and social 
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compliance.

The supplier must devise measures to en-

sure that, to the best of their knowledge and 

belief, the tantalum, tin, tungsten, cassiterite, 

coltan and gold used in the products they 

manufacture do not directly or indirectly 

finance or support armed groups commit-

ting serious human rights violations in crisis 

regions, as per section 1502 of the Dodd-

Frank Act. All parties should exercise due 

diligence in terms of the origin and chain 

of custody of these minerals and disclose 

these diligence measures to their customers 

on request

Import and export regulations

In our role as a global partner for closing 

and sealing systems, we also focus on 

transport logistics. The combination of 

economy, ecology and social responsibility 

is a task that we set ourselves and optimise 

every day, particularly in this field. As a glo-

bally active group of companies, we strictly 

adhere to the applicable import and export 

control laws when transporting and shipping 

goods.

Our business partners – like b&m itself – 

must adhere to all applicable import and 

export control laws, especially all sanctions, 

embargoes and other laws, regulations, go-

vernment directives and policies concerning 

the transportation or shipment of goods and 

technologies.
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Communication and accountability

We understand the principles and require-

ments of our Code of Conduct to be stan-

dard for all our customers, suppliers and 

business partners, but also for ourselves. 

This is the basis of our mutual cooperation.

The business of b&m shall communicate 

openly to employees, customers, suppliers, 

subcontractors and other interest groups 

and stakeholders about the requirements of 

this Code of Conduct and its implementati-

on.All documents and materials are dutifully 

created, properly stored and not unfairly 

changed or destroyed.

The signatory company shall disclose to 

b&m on request all the information required 

for the purpose of checking compliance with 

this Code and inform b&m independently 

of anything that does not comply with the 

provisions of the Code. b&m reserves the 

right to make unannounced checks, with our 

assessor being granted access to all the 

relevant areas.

b&m also reserves the right to have their 

business partners’ compliance with this 

Code of Conduct investigated by a spe-

cialist idependent organisation. b&m is 

obliged to share the results of these audits 

with their business 

partners. All employees must be given the 

opportunity to anonymously report inappro-

priate behaviour. b&m intends to enforce its 

Code of Conduct for an indefinite period, but 

reserves the right to modify or terminate this 

Code of Conduct at any time and in any way 

with or without giving reasons.

Consequences 

b&m will not immediately terminate a busi-

ness relationship on the grounds of a breach 

of the Code of Conduct, if the partner shows 

willing to improve the situation as agreed by 

the parties. In the event of a repeat offence, 

however, and if we see no satisfactory im-

provement in the situation, b&m has the right 

to end the business relationship by extraor-

dinary notice of termination.

Contractual obligation / consequences
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This Code of Conduct is considered binding and employees can access 

it at any time online on the internal platform. We also hand it out to all new 

employees and trainees during their induction as part of our company 

agreements, for purposes of information and binding compliance. 

For our customers, suppliers, and business partners, the Code of Conduct 

can be viewed online at any time at www.baier-michels.com/downloads, or 

will be sent to the respective office or field staff member upon request.

Transparency


